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What a great couple of months we have had at Little Ducks.  It was wonderful to be able to in-
vite Megan Warren from Keys to Kids to present her talk “Building Little People” – ways to sup-
port Independence, Resilience and Autonomy, how to talk so kids listen.  I think the families 
that attended gained some real insight into how to support children to be able to build skills to 
be independent and solve their problems for themselves, sometimes it is just tosupport the chil-
dren to think through solutions and put them into place. 
 
Another big initiative we completed in the last few months was our Incredible Kids Day!  It was 
wonderful to see all the positive statements parents made about and for their children.  We are 
now in the process of collating these statements into books to create a positive image resource 
for the children to access always and remind them that they really are incredible kids!  These 
positive messages to the children are so important to their mental well being! 
 
Moving into Term 2 we are keen to work with families to set goals for the children in line with 
the Early Learning Years Framework, goals that or educators can work together with families 
on maximizing learning opportunities for the children as we work in partnership to grow and 
develop these incredible kids. 
 
On a more mundane but necessary note the following few months will have a focus on the in-
troduction of the Governments new CCS system that will replace the current CCB and CCR 
systems for fee reductions.  While we are working behind the scenes and attending various 
training sessions to make sure the transition as smooth as possible.  Your job as the account 
holders will be to ensure that your MyGov account is active and 
up to date.  This will have a lot to do with the processing of any 
rebates you are entitled to.  The government is planning many 
ways of communicating the tasks that you will be required to 
complete to transition to the new system so keep an eye out for 
notices, advertisements and emails so you do all you can to en-
sure a smooth transition. Let us know if you have any questions 
and we will endeavor to help! 
 
Michele Kovchenko 
Centre manager  
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A note from your Centre Manager 



Upcoming Events! 

May 
Monday 7th May – Labour Day      

PUBLIC HOLIDAY 

 

 

Monday 14th – Mother’s Day Afternoon Tea 

We will be celebrating our special mums with an pamper 

party afternoon tea starting 3:00pm. 

 

Sunday 13th – Mother’s Day 

 

 

Tuesday 15th – International Day of Families. Leading up to this day we will be talking 

about what makes our families special 

 

 

Thursday 26th – National Sorry Day 

. 

 

June 

 
Monday 4th -  Mabo Day 

 

Monday 5th - World Environment Day  - On this day we will learn 

about why it is important to be inspired to care for and nurture our 

environment.   

 

 

Wednesday 6th – State of Origin 

Come dressed in your Maroon and Blue to support your team for Game One. Today is 

also Queensland Day which focuses on the states history and Development.  

 

 

Wednesday 27th - Parent Information Night— Parent Catch up evening— an oppor-

tunity to talk to your child’s teachers in an information setting. 

 

Friday 29th - Red Nose Day Disco 

Let’s raise money by bringing along a gold coin for SIDS awareness and have some 

fun dancing the day away. 
 



Policy Reviews  

Educator Spotlight ... 
Miss Paige has been an educator at Little Ducks Bardon for 
the past two years.  She is a mum to 4 gorgeous children in-
cluding 2 year old twins. Miss Paige has worked for many 
years in the Early Childhood Industry in Melbourne and 
moved to Brisbane not long before starting at Little Ducks. 
 
Miss Paige role is our outdoor educator.  Each morning she 
holds a Move and Groove session in each a group as part of 
our Physical Development program focusing on a particular 
Core skill encouraging our children’s physical development.   
 
During the middle of the day when many children like to rest 
Miss Paige plans quiet activities for those children who no 
longer need to rest through the day ensuring all children are 
able to have the required rest or relaxation they need, every 
child is different and this allows us to individualise the chil-
dren’s needs.   
We love that Miss Paige knows all the children across the 
service so well! 

We value your input and feedback ….. The  policies/procedures in review during May and 
June are: 
 
Child Protection Policy 
Emergency Evacuation Policy 
Emergency Lock Down/Intruder Alert Procedure 
Duty of Care Policy 
Handwashing Policy 
Infection Control Policy 
Infectious Illness Policy 
Nappy Changing Policy 
Natural Disaster Severe Storm Policy           
Annual Leave Policy—Staff 
Open Door and Parent Participation Policy 
Record Keeping Policy 
SIDS Policy and Guidelines and Safe Sleeping 
Students, Volunteers and Visitors Policy 
First Aid Action Plan on Dangerous Products 
Holiday Discount Policy 
Social Media Engagement Policy 
Environmental and Sustainability Strategy 
 
We encourage you to provide feedback in person, by phone or by email.   
 



Our Program 

Development information 
The Early Years 

The first five years of a child’s life are critical for development. The experiences children have in these 
years help shape the adults they will become. More than anything else, your relationship with your 
child shapes the way your child learns and develops.  
In the first five years of life, your child’s brain develops more and faster than at any other time in his 
life. Your child’s early experiences – the things he sees, hears, touches, smells and tastes – stimulate 
his brain, creating millions of connections. Children’s relationships affect all areas and stages of their 
development. This is because relationships are experiences. In fact, relationships are the most im-
portant experiences in your child’s environment because they teach him the most about the world 
around him. They also shape the way he sees the world. Through relationships, your child learns 
whether the world is safe and secure, whether she’s loved, who loves 
her, what happens when she cries, laughs or makes a face – and much 
more. Your child also learns by seeing relationships between other 
people –  This learning is the basis for the development of your child’s 
communication, behaviour, social and other skills. Your child’s most 
important relationships are with you, other family members as well as 
early childhood educators. (taken from http://raisingchildren.net.au) 

Families are the first teachers of our children and play the most important role in their development, 
because of this we think it essential to work in partnership with families to teach and encourage 
healthy development of our children.  We use the outcomes set in the Early Learning Years frame-
work to work with you to set goals to work toward with the children.  Below is some information to 
help you to be more familiar with the EYLF . 
Learning Outcome One: Children have a strong sense of Identity  
This outcome among other things is about the children feeling safe, secure and supported, building 
resilience and a sense of agency, developing confidence, and interacting with others with care and 
respect.  
Learning Outcome Two: Children are connected with and contribute to their world 
This outcome among other things is about children feeling a sense of belonging to groups and com-
munities, respecting diversity, being aware of fairness, being socially responsible and showing respect 
for the environment,  
Learning Outcome Three: Children have a strong sense of Wellbeing 
This outcome among other thigs is about children becoming strong in their emotional and social well-
being and taking responsibility for their own health and physical wellbeing.  
Learning Outcome Four: Children are Confident and involved learners 
This outcome among other things is about children developing skills of problem solving, experimenta-
tion, researching and investigating. Transferring and adapting what they have learned from one con-
text to another and resourcing their own learning through  connecting with people, technologies or 
resources.  
Learning Outcome Five: Children are effective communicators 
This outcome among other things is about children interacting verbally and non verbally, engaging 
with text, expressing ideas through a range of media, understanding how symbols and patterns work 
etc 
We look forward to parent contribution and discussion to help set meaningful goals for your children. 
 
The process is about increasing skills the children already have as well as recognising weaknesses and 
working on these to build skills.  As you can see the outcomes are about encouraging holistically 
healthy children. 



 

Nursery Natter! 
It has been a busy and exciting time in the nursery this month. We have welcomed new babies Har-

ry, Florence and Coco and have been settling them in and following their routines to make the tran-

sition as smooth as possible. Babies need to feel safe, secure and supported and we achieve this by 

building secure attachments with their educators. As educators we are able to provide comforting, 

nurturing support to your child. 

The babies are developing a sense of belonging as they have been experiencing role activities such 

as dressing up in different hats, clothes and bags. The babies loved trying on all sorts of different 

hats and looking at themselves in the mirror. We have been using crayons to draw pictures of our 

houses as we talked about who are the people we are living with. Some babies can say mummy or 

daddy and like to look up on our wall at the family photos. 

The babies are taking responsibility for their own wellbeing in several ways 

such as being able to move around their environment safely and confidently. 

The babies love to climb, standing up against furniture and go on the obstacle 

course to further their walking skills. Some of the children are so close to 

walking but need the assistance and practice of 

walkers or prams to hold them up to increase their 

gross motor skills.  

The babies have become confident and involved 

learners as they have expressed interest in different art activities such as 

collaging feathers and cotton balls. We experienced water colour 

painting, foot printing and finger painting. We are encouraging the chil-

dren to engage in both individual and small group experiences as part of 

their learning process. Babies have enjoyed touching and feeling different mediums and textures. 

 We  have been listening and responding to various animal songs and stories as 

we enjoy a small group time during the day. We have been learning “Old Mac-

Donald had a farm”, Five green speckled frogs and Five little ducks as the chil-

dren listen to the words and learn the actions and sounds to the song. The 

babies have liked listening to animal stories such as “Spot goes to the park” 

and “ABC of animals” when we can take turns to lift the flap to reveal the ani-

mal. 

We have been connecting and contributing to our world by using play to inves-

tigate sand and water and what occurs when you mix the two together. Big tubs of water, sifters, 

cups and water wheels have been used to explore new ideas. We are modelling respect, care and 

appreciation for our environment.  

Miss Tammi and Miss Diana 

 



 

Senior Nursery News 
We have been working on our sense of identity. Some new children are settling into class for 

and getting to know the classroom and each other. Some children explored role play with 

dress ups. They build on their sense of security in the class by choosing and exploring the 

new collage trolley, making cakes in the sandpit, matching farm animals to the pictures of 

them, watering the plants with watering cans and talking about family photos together. 

Some children played peek-a-boo with towels and a camouflage cubby house. The whole 

class talked about the messages from home for Absolutely Incredible week. 

The class build on their connectedness to each other as they 

worked together to build all kinds of towers with pegboards, 

boxes, large plastic block building, wooden blocks, pegboards 

and wedge blocks. They also followed each other around with 

the strollers Some passed balls back and forth. The class con-

nected to their outdoor environment on Clean Up Australia Day 

picking up small pieces of rubbish and putting it in the bin. They 

also enjoyed looking at and touching the worms in the worm farm. They also practiced using 

their gentle hands with the chicks visiting. They cared for their indoor environment by table 

scrubbing, sweeping up the collage, window spraying and wiping. They 

joined the centre community for Commonwealth Games sports and the 

Easter bonnet parade. 

The class enhanced their confidence and involved learners. They built 

with Duplo and wooden blocks. They explored the volume of containers 

by putting materials in and out of them. This also included exploring the 

size of containers with wet and dry sand or water. They problem solved 

with pegboards, hammer boards, They were shown how to and partici-

pated in making a volcano with bicarb and vinegar in the sandpit. Some 

children made a road out of wooden road parts and some revisited adding cardboard to 

make tunnels. Some children had a go at matching the 3D animals to the 2D. They had a go 

at spreading biscuits with small plastic butter knives. The children also explored cars and 

ramps and gravity.  

We have also worked on their communication skills by reading and talking about the topics 

they were interested in.  These included Australian animals, worms, chickens, fire engines, 

aircrafts, chickens, farm animals, things in the big yard. We also read The Very Hungry Cater-

pillar and talked about the food in that. We sung ‘Little Peter Rabbit’ and ‘Sleeping Bunnies’ 

for Easter. ’ A particular favourite was ‘Head Shoulders Knees and Toes’.  

What fun was had by all! Have a good few months.  

 

Miss Elisa and Miss Saanya 



 

Toddler Tales 
Since the last newsletter, we have welcomed many new friends and have 
had a staff change for the lead educator of the room. I would like to take 
this opportunity to thank you for your lovely welcomes and for supporting 
us through the changes. The children have all be very welcoming as well, 
and it is truly a blessing to be able to work with them. Thank you for warmly 
embracing me as we transitioned between educators. I would not have 
been able to got through it as positively as I did without your support and 
the support of the Krista and Jess.  

In the last few months, I have managed to focus on building great relation-
ships with the children and got to understand them a lot more. This helped guide me in planning for 
our many learning experiences. Through observations, conversations, group discussions and parent 
input, we were able to identify the children’s current interests and prior knowledge. With the infor-
mation, we were able to adapt suitable themes that will be the emphasis of the room for the duration 
of the week. We decided to focus on weekly themes because they provided the children with the 
time, flexibility and space to be introduced to a topic and to continuously find ways to build on their 
knowledge throughout the week.  

In our learning experiences, we provided open-ended experiences and 
materials that supported the children’s independence, own limitless 
creativity and self-discovery skills. During these experiences we en-
couraged the children to verbally share what they may see, hear, smell 
or feel. This is mainly done in our art experiences and also experi-
ments. (e.g. magic milk, paint mixing). We have also used this in our 
ukulele sessions where the children like to investigate the strings, the 
sounds and methods of strumming. 

We also predominantly use role-play to help encourage positive interaction 
with peers and the practice of verbal communication, non-verbal communi-
cation, cognitive skills and social skills. Furthermore, the languages ex-
changed in these experiences are very fascinating as the children are able 
to build on each other’s vocabulary. The most interesting, enduring and 
even cheeky conversations can be found in these experiences. An example 
of this is the baby’s room corner we set up for Baby Week where the chil-
dren took care of baby dolls all week and applied their play experiences 
with real babies when they visited the nursery room. 

Other than learning experiences, the children are now very familiar with 
the room routines. This includes hand washing, putting away personal be-
longings, wiping beds, putting sunscreen and placing hats on before going 

outdoors. That’s not the only thing, with plenty of help and guidance from Miss Jess and Krista most of 
the children have successfully transitioned from nappies into their undies and feeling very positive 
about it! 

In the months to come we will continue to guide the children through their developing areas and mile-
stones. Please look forward to more memorable memories, learning moments and fun!  

J Miss Rachael, Miss Jess & Miss Krista 

 



 

Junior Kindy Jumble 
 
After the Easter holiday, it has been a busy time in the junior kindy room as we have been en-
gaging in a variety of projects.  
 
It is important to promote healthy eating in the early years, so the children could develop a 
strong and healthy wellbeing. The children have been learning about healthy diet from daily 
conversation, Australian nutrition poster, healthy cooking. They have shown an increasing 

awareness of good nutrition in their lunchbox. They have been in-
troduced to different types of vegetables and taste them with 
hummus during morning tea. 
 
We also celebrated Commonwealth Games in the early of April. 
The children learned about the flags of different countries and 
attended an opening ceremony at the centre. In addition, the chil-
dren decorated their medals with art and craft materials. As we 

have been reinforcing the importance of healthy eating, the children confirmed that banana is 
the best fruit for keeping us fit. The highlight of this event is that the children participated in 
four different types of sports, namely gymnastics, basketball, weight lifting and hurdle running 
across the centre. The children have progressed towards the outcomes in meaningful ways in 
which they have demonstrated a strong sense of identity by celebrating and sharing the con-

tributions and achievements with the teachers and parents.  
 
Having a strong partnership with the family is key practice in supporting 
the child’s early years learning. We have started collaborating with a par-
ent helper to provide a special art and craft activity once a week. Last 
time, our parent helper, Kathleen, kindly offered her time and love to as-
sist the children make their own dream catchers. We value any parent 
input to our programming including the ideas and time for help.  
 
 

As the children have been showing their enthusiasm and engagement in daily program, we 
are going to practice more songs and dance for hosting a mini music concert in our room. Pre-
viously, we have invited the senior toddlers to watch our performance. The whole experience 
is wonderful for the children as they develop confidence and build a sense of belonging to the 
group. We are looking forward to doing more performances for other children!  
 
Best regards, 
 
Miss Scarlett, Miss Cintia and Miss Aishling. 



                                  

It has been a very busy and exciting couple of months in 

the Kindergarten Room. We started March educating the 

Kindergarten children on planting - more importantly 

what a seed requires to grow into a strong plant (QKLG 

Connectedness). To brighten up our outdoor dining room 

the Kindergarten children planted a mix of vegetable 

seeds and small cactus leaves into the recycled contain-

ers. Through this experience, and with the help of songs 

and picture books, the Kindergarten children learnt that a 

seed requires soil, water, sunlight and air to grow.  

Following from an observation where the Kindergarten children were seen to be making planes with magnets we 

focused on educating the Kindergarten children about airports, planes, pilots and luggage. In our dramatic play 

space, we created a large plane with costumes, passports, plane tickets and a control panel. We studied the world 

globe and looked at countries we could travel to in our plane. The Kindergarten children enjoyed creating planes 

with cardboard, we then used the interactive whiteboard to watch planes take off and land. Through this process 

we discussed engines, the sounds the planes make, the lights and signals on the run way and the controls the 

Pilots use. We used large puzzles pieces to create a run way across the whole large mat and with our cardboard 

planes we practiced landing and take offs. The children participated in a paper plane competition, where we calcu-

lated distance travelled and compared whose plane travelled the longest distance! (QKLG Active Learning).  

The following fortnight the Kindergarten children learnt about space as an extension from the children’s interest in 

flying. The children learnt two new songs ‘Rocket ship run’ by Laurie Berkner and ‘do you know the planets’ co-

written by Miss Leanne. We watched a live stream from NASA, discussed the role of astronauts, space ships, Al-

iens, painted the solar system and converted our reading corner into a space station.  

As we prepared for our big Easter celebration the Kindergarten children displayed their leadership qualities as we 

rehearsed our Easter bonnet parade and Easter song performance with the younger Little Ducks Children. You 

would have noticed during the parade a Kindergarten child holding hands with a child from the Toddler Room. The 

Kindergarten children independently organised this interaction as a means “of making sure the little kids know 

where to walk” (a quote from one of the Kindergarten children). It is during these whole centre events we see the 

Kindergarten children increase their skills for connecting with and relating to others (QKLD Connectedness) as they 

develop their awareness that they belong to the wider Little Ducks Community (EYLF Outcome two). The Com-

monwealth Games inspired another whole centre event for the Kin-

dergarten children. In multi-age teams the children participated in a 

flag raising ceremony, healthy morning tea, medal ceremony and 

closing ceremony disco. The children visited each of the class-

rooms to participate in gymnastics, hurdles, basketball and weight-

lifting. Throughout the week the Kindergarten children increased 

their gross motor development, developed their understanding of 

turn taking and team work as they worked alongside their younger 

peers to increase their sense of community (QKLG Wellbeing and 

QKLG Identity).  

 

Kindy Catch Up 



In April we welcomed Henny Penny (chicken hatching educational program) into our classroom, the Kindergarten 

children enjoyed watching the chickens hatch from their eggs and be placed into their enclosure where the chick-

ens run and played with their chicken peers. The chickens became members our classroom for two weeks and 

during their time in our classroom the children increased their verbal language by learning the meaning to the 

words hatchling, chicks, rooster, hen and eggs. (QKLG Communicating), we discussed life cycles and took it in 

turns to hold, water and feed our chicken friends (QKLG Identity).  

Outside we have noticed the children’s LOVE for playing tag and jumping from the balancing 

beams! Through these experiences the children are learning how to collaborate with their 

peers while increasing their confidence to engage in movement challenges.  

Raw Art—During our weekly Raw Art classes Camille (our artist) has been working closely 

with the children to develop their scissor skills. Each week Camille plans a multi-step pro-

cess-based art experience that incorporates cutting, pasting, painting and drawing elements. 

Recently the children have explored their artistic side as they create chickens, robots, 

cactus, monsters and their children’s favourite clay turtles. With each lesson the Kinder-

garten children engage in ways to be imaginative and creative (QKLG Active Learning) 

as they display delight in making artistic decisions and choices (agency) (QKLG Wellbe-

ing).  

Spanish with Senorita Cintia -Throughout term one Senorita Cintia incorporated the 

Kindergarten children’s passions for song and dance into her weekly Spanish language lessons. Senorita Cintia 

taught the children two new songs with the Spanish focus words manos (hands), cabeza (head), pies (feet), 

caderas (hips) and rodillas (knees). During each class Senorita Cintia works closely with 

the children to explore and expand ways to use verbal language as a means of communi-

cating. Often in the large playground the Kindergarten children will be seen approaching 

Senorita Cintia and asking her to translate additional words for them, these interactions 

have assisted the children to build meaningful relationships with their Spanish speaking 

educators who work at Little Ducks Bardon (QKLG Communication).  

Move and Groove—Coach Paige has spent the last month working on underarm throwing 

with the Kindergarten children. Working with the children to build their confidence to engage in movement challeng-

es Coach Paige has spent the month teaching the children how to throw a ball to their peers, play lawn bowls, ten 

pin bowling and throw quoits. Each experience is purposefully planned by Coach Paige to increase the children’s 

large movement skills, movement control, coordination and strength (QKLG Wellbeing). 

We are looking forward to an equally busy and exciting term two filled with lots of learning, 

laughter and fun!                                                                                       Miss Carly and Miss 

Leanne.  

 

Kindy Catch up 



 

Our Community ... 

Sustainability Corner! 

Composting 
 
As part of her role as Outdoor Educator Miss Paige pro-
vides a monthly sustainability focus  for our edcuators to 
introduce to the children in their program. 
 
This past month our focus has been on  Composting—
Through the month of March and April we have reinvigor-
ated our worm farm and are now starting to use the worm 
juice on our plants and vege garden.  With help from Miss 
Leanne, Miss Paige and  Adele, friend to the Coe Family. 
 
The children through reading books, researching and  dis-
covery have learnt the importance of composting and the how to’s.  We have embedded 
this information into the service by using our scraps from lunch to feed the worms each 
day!  Our Kindergarten children have really taken this on board and are now very familiar 
with what can be used in the compost bin to feed the worms!   
 
It is has great to see the children’s knowledge grow about composting and benefit this 
can be on our environment by reducing waste and contributing toward growing healthy 
plants/food. 

Upcoming community events 
 
APR 29—All Nations Festival 2018 
 53 Rainworth Rd, Bardon 
 Don't miss out on the All Nations Festival, a fun free community event in Norman Buchan 
Park, Bardon. Come along and enjoy folkloric performances, interesting foods, arts and crafts, fun 
for the kids and plenty of street parking. Presented by The Polish Association of Queensland 
"Polonia" Inc. Brisbane City Council and the Lord Mayor's Suburban Initiative Fund are proud spon-

sors of the All Nations Festival.  
 
May 10—Inquiry Teaching Parent Information Session 
 Bardon State school , 3.30pm—4.30pm 
 Hear how questioning is incorporated into Science in the Early years 
 



Healthy Habits! 

At Little Ducks Bardon we ask our families to provide lunch for their children to ensure that 
families have a say in the food their child consumes and allow the children to have access to 
familiar foods.  We use meal times as an opportunity to encourage interactions and conver-
sations between the children and educators. It is also an important opportunity for learning 
not only  discussion healthy food choices but also to allow the children to become familiar 
with a lunch box, particularly as they move toward school and are required to have the skills 
to open and close containers, recognise thirst and be able to fill a water containter and be 
able to manage their lunch box, leaving appropriate foods for the afternoon rather than 
eating all in one sitting.  We have put together some tips and ideas for healthy lunch boxes 
for Kindy and beyond. 
 
Nutrition Australia recommends children’s lunch and snacks should be taken from the 5 food 
groups (Vegetables and legumes (beans), Dairy, Grains, Fruit, Lean meats and seeds).  
 Healthy snacks play an important role in helping children meet their nutritional requirements 
for growth and development and to keep up their concentration and stamina throughout the 
day. 

Some suggestions 
Sandwiches 
Leftovers 
Fruit 
Yoghurt 
Chicken, beef or vegetable Rissoles 
Cold meat slices 
Crackers and cheese 
Crackers and cream cheese 
Crackers and dip/hummus 
Cottage cheese  
Salads 
Fruit Salad 
Pasta 
Cooked vegetables eg corn, broccoli, carrot, cauliflower 
Uncooked vegetables eg sweet peas, beans,  
Noodles 
Cheese cubes or cut into sticks 
Baked beans 
Fried rice 
Savoury muffins 
Wraps with meat and/or salad 
Tuna 
Avocado 
 
Allergies – for the safety of the children attending who have anaphylaxis conditions  egg 
prominent products (eg boiled eggs, quiche, frittata, zucchini slice omelette) and nuts 


